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(3) A listing of the regional sites and their locations and the following data for the Child Development Services System in total
and by regional site, including descriptions of any notable variations in these statistics among regional sites and any notable
year-to-year trends over the past 5 fiscal years:
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(b) The number of private providers that contracted with the Child Development Services System to provide direct
services, including transportation services, and the number of contracted providers delivering each type of
service in the prior fiscal year:
Services
All provider contracts

#
383

Specially Designed Instruction
Speech and Language Services
Occupational Therapy Services
Physical Therapy Services
Transportation
Other

54
122
65
38
18
154

Notes
Some contracts are for more than one service and contractors range
from sole proprietor to those with numerous employees.

Includes: Psychologists, Board Certified Behavior Analysts,
Educational Consultants, Interpreters, and other specialty providers

(c) The number of children who received direct services provided by Child Development Services System employees
in the prior fiscal year and the number of children who received direct services provided by contracted private
providers in the prior fiscal year;
Services provided by
CDS Employees
Contracted Providers
Total Service Segments
Total Number of Children

# of segments
134,004
312.676
446,680
8,790

%
30%
70%

(d) The number of preschool or day care programs operated by each regional site, the average enrollment in each
program, the percentage of enrollees that are children receiving services under individualized education programs
or individualized family service plans and expenses and revenues for the prior fiscal year associated with the
programs in each site;
Total Enrollment
CDS Midcoast
42
CDS Opportunities
18
CDS Two Rivers
25
85
*enrollment data as of 1/16/20

Children with IEP
37
14
25
76

% of enrollment with IEP
88%
78%
100%
89%

Preschool classrooms operated solely by CDS for children ages 3-to-5 are located in Oxford, Dover-Foxcroft, Rumford, and
Rockland.
(e) The number of children who received direct services in the prior fiscal year while placed in preschool programs
operated by public school systems;
Between 7/1/2018 and 6/30/2019, 719 children attended a public pre-k program (as indicated in the Child Information Network
Connection (CINC) data system).
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(c) Measures of productivity for Child Development Services System employees providing case management and
direct services to children;

Direct Services

Efficiency
(including
travel time)
%

Cancelled
or Noshow
Hours
avg
monthly

Total
Prod Hrs
avg
monthly

Total
Avail Hrs
avg
monthly

FTE of CDS
Therapists**

Number of
CDS
Therapists*

OT & COTA Count

21.51

25

63.89%

170

1,048

2,295

14,636

PT Count

3.59

5

71.39%

26

251

467

2,869

SLP & SLPA Count

18.36

22

61.29%

194

847

1,850

10,040

SW/LCSW Count
DIRECT SERVICE
Count

3.5

4

70.33%

28

247

524

4,248

59.81

85

4,595
9,386
65.87% 584
* Number of budgeted positions at beginning of FY 19 and includes full and part time positions.
** Full Time Equivalent of budgeted positions at beginning of FY 19

Miles avg
monthly

55,581
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(d) Measures of per unit costs, including the average cost of delivered services per child by primary disability type,
the average cost per unit of each type of therapy or service delivered by Child Development Services System staff
and the average cost per unit of each type of therapy or service delivered by contracted providers;

CDS Employee
20.54

Contracted
Provider Std Rate
55.00

Average NS Rates
66.00

# Providers
with NS Rate
1

PT

35.42

50.40

64.48

10

Speech

32.96

102.80

NA

-

OT

29.96

50.40

61.79

13

Cost per hour
Social Work

(e) Beginning January 1, 2015, the average age, both in aggregate and by primary disability type, at which children
who were born in the State began receiving services from the Child Development Services System and the average
age, both in aggregate and by primary disability type, at which children who were born in the State and who were
delivered at home began receiving services from the Child Development Services System;
This reporting feature is not yet available in the Child Information Network Connection (CINC) data system.
(f) Any other performance goals and measures established by the Child Development Services System to monitor
effectiveness, efficiency and the cost of the Child Development Services System, which may include results of
surveys of parents and guardians on the quality and effectiveness of services;
No additional information to report.

(5)
Beginning January 1, 2015, a report by each regional site in the Child Development Services System
demonstrating trends of Child Development Services System employee costs and the results of coordination,
utilization and development of services with a broad base of community resources, including private providers and
public schools, midwives, resources from other agencies and other resources serving families and children from birth
to under 6 years of age, consistent with the provisions of Title 22, section 3571, subsection 3; and
At the site level, Lori Whittemore continues to act as Regional Site Director for both CDS Aroostook (Presque Isle) and
CDS REACH (Portland). This arrangement has been in place since July of 2013 and has proven effective in in providing
adequate oversight to both CDS’ largest and smallest sites. There is much to be gained by examining best practices
through both the lenses of a rural, traditionally under-resourced site and an urban site with access to more resources.
CDS Aroostook has expanded their partnership with Aroostook County Action Program (ACAP) to provide a full
continuum of placement options so that all children are educated with typically developing peers to the greatest extent
possible. As a result, a child who requires a special education setting, based on the significance of his or her disability,
can be included in activities with typically-developing peers for portions of the day until the child can be successful in a
fully inclusive setting. Because of the full continuum of options in each of the four locations across Aroostook County,
children can easily transition, with adult support, for portions of the day within the same building. This is truly a model
of capacity building, collaboration and fiscal efficiency for all of rural Maine.
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CDS REACH has been working hard to partner with public pre-K’s, which have expanded during this last year. The site
and SAUs have developed capacity-building models in which CDS supports screening and early identification of children
entering pre-k programs and SAUs are use their staff to provide specially designed instruction and related services,
funded by CDS, for children enrolled in the SAU’s pre-k. This has allowed CDS REACH to reallocate resources to more
effectively address those children waiting for services. This also allows public schools to develop a framework for the
provision of services to pre-k aged children with CDS retaining the responsibility for Child Find, case management and
funding.
Greg Armandi continues to be the regional site director for CDS Opportunities (Oxford) and the CDS First Step
(Lewiston). The two sites are managed by one leadership team consisting of the site director, two program managers,
two direct service team leaders, a clinical team leader, and two office managers. Certain administrative duties and
services are shared by the two sites. Although historically challenged by insufficient staffing, the two sites are now
nearly fully staffed in the case management department. The sites continue to advertise for vacant clinical and
professional and para-professional educator positions. Salary increases have positively impacted recruitment of
qualified applicants.
As a cost saving measure CDS Opportunities in Oxford negotiated a space reduction for its operation with the local
school district also housed in the same building. Beginning in August 2019, CDS Opportunities designated one certified
special education teacher/case manager to provide Child Find, case management, and educational observations for
children residing in the RSU 10 and RSU 56 catchment areas. This partnership includes working with the local Head
Start administered by Community Concepts, Inc.
Beginning in July 2019, CDS First Step funded two additional educational technicians in partnership with Promise Early
Education Center to staff a special education classroom at the new Connors School in Lewiston. There are nine
designated slots for any Head Start children in the Lewiston Public Schools catchment area with IEPs.
CDS Two Rivers (Brewer) continues to operate under the direction of Amy Bragg. It also administers the Stepping
Stones program, for eligible children 3-5, in Dover-Foxcroft. CDS Two Rivers continues to implement two programs in
collaboration with Penquis Head Start one in Brewer, the other in Dover-Foxcroft), as well as funding a teacher at
KVCAP. CDS Two Rivers is working to build relationships with area school districts, and is now contracting with six
different districts, including Bangor School Department to provide services including speech, occupational therapy,
specially designed instruction, and adult support.
Barbara Browne continues in the Regional Site Director role at CDS PEDS (Waterville). The site continues to reach out to
the medical community, preschools, childcares, and community organizations to increase awareness of CDS services
and has been fortunate to be able to partner with Educare Central Maine which serves both typically developing
children and children who may have disabilities. CDS PEDS is able to provide many children with typical preschool
experiences and integrate necessary services, such as speech/language therapy and occupational therapy into those
experiences. The site continues to provide support in local Head Starts and Pre-Ks to make it possible for children to
attend programs in their own community whenever possible. CDS PEDS attempts to have regular, meaningful meetings
with its providers and community partners to assure a strong, mutually beneficial relationship. CDS PEDS is also working
with community providers of special purpose programming to expand availability for children with significant
disabilities, such as autism.
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Denise Howell, the Regional Site Director at CDS Downeast (Ellsworth) continues to expand the number of contracted
SAUs in Washington and Hancock counties. These contracts include the provision of speech therapy, specially designed
instruction, and educational technician support for children who are enrolled in the SAU’s pre-k. Currently, RSU 93, RSU
76, and AOS 90 provide contracted services, which allows the site to reallocate its resources to those children who
would otherwise be waiting for services. The provision of services, by the SAU, to identified children in its public pre-k
program supports the continuity of services and service providers when those children eventually transition into the
SAU’s kindergarten.
CDS Midcoast (Rockland), under the leadership of Gail Page, has continued its provision of special education and
related services in partnership with public 4-year old programs, Head Starts, and special purpose preschools. The
Regional Site also operates a highly successful preschool program at its physical site. CDS Midcoast’s partnerships with
RSU 13, AOS 93, AOS 98, and St. George have resulted in an increased capacity to meet the needs of eligible children in
the region and the site is currently working with Sequel Care of Maine to open a new preschool program in the
Rockland area.
Lisa-Kay Folk continues in her role as Regional Site Director at CDS York (Arundel) and has maintained collaborations
with numerous Head Starts and public 4-year old programs in the site’s catchment area. The site has also conducted
significant outreach, which has helped to preserve the positive relationships that it enjoys with community
stakeholders.
(6)
A description of current and emerging trends and challenges that are having an effect on or are expected to
have an effect on costs, services or service delivery methods of the Child Development Services System; and [2013, c.
338, §1 (NEW).]
Entering FY19, CDS considered the challenges, trends, and opportunities that it encountered in FY18 and determined
the best way forward to effectively address those challenges and to capitalize on identified trends and opportunities.
CDS was successful in doing so, to varying degrees, due to or in spite of the impact of multiple factors.
For much of the past decade, the limited funding of CDS and, at times, the agency’s failure to effectively manage that
limited funding, has had a significant adverse impact on CDS’ ability to meet its obligations. A major driver of that
impact has been CDS’ inability to provide competitive compensation and benefits and regular raises/salary step
advancements to its employees and the challenges it presented in the recruitment and retention of qualified personnel.
Since 2009, CDS employees have received three salary step advancements and two salary step valuation increases (2%
and 2.5%) for all employees. In that same time period, two position-specific salary step valuation increases were also
provided: 10% for Teachers of Children with Disabilities and Case Mangers, Level II (2014) and 10% for Licensed Clinical
Social Workers and Educational Consultants. An example to illustrate the issue: A first-year, academic-year teacher
hired in July 2009 would have received a Step 1 salary of $23,689. With salary step advancements and increases in
salary step valuations, if that teacher had remained in CDS employment into FY19, they would have been placed on
Step 3 with a salary of $28,707. The challenges of substandard compensation were only compounded by high cost
health insurance which, if an employee required coverage for their spouse and children, included a $1,300 monthly
premium and a $12,000 deductible.
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To address this significant challenge, CDS Leadership worked closely with MDOE Leadership in preparation for collective
bargaining in December 2018/January 2019. As a result, the final collective bargaining agreement included an increase
to competitive salaries and two salary step advancements by Year 3 of the agreement and a move to State of Maine
health insurance. For comparison: A first-year, academic-year teacher hired in July 2019 would receive a Step 1 salary
of $28,214 and, beginning FY22, would receive a Step 3 salary of $34,746. In addition, health insurance coverage for
their spouse and children would include a $580 monthly premium and a $1,200 deductible.
These positive developments have the potential to positively impact recruitment and retention, resulting in increased
capacity to meet the needs of children and families, manageable caseloads for CDS staff, and the ability to refine staff
skills over the course of employment rather than a continuous cycle of training new employees.
To fulfill the ratified collective bargaining agreement, a significant increase in State appropriation was necessary, which
the Legislature generously approved in the FY20-FY21 biennial budget. This increase in funding also addressed
anticipated increases in MaineCare reimbursement rates (on which CDS bases its reimbursement for contracted
services) and the increasing number of young children with disabilities for whom CDS is unable to provide timely
services. To address its challenges in providing timely services, CDS actively recruited additional contracted providers,
adding an additional 25 provider in FY19, including 12 additional SAUs compared to FY18. In addition, to build
necessary system capacity, CDS included 31.5 new FTEs (a combination of new positions and increased hours) in its
FY20 budget.
CDS has also maintained its fiscal vigilance by continuing past initiatives, including enforcing productivity requirements
for CDS staff, using objective measures to evaluate and determine the necessity of nonstandard reimbursement rates
when requested from contracted providers, sustaining revised reimbursement structures for certain services, and
monitoring the accuracy of pay source information for third-party billing purposes. As a result, in FY19, CDS
experienced a 16% increase in third-party revenue and a decrease in specific budget lines. For example, CDS realized
an $804,000 reduction in commercial transportation and a $541,000 reduction in specially designed instruction,
compared to FY18 – both of which were significant cost-drivers in the past.
Moving forward, CDS anticipates a continued increase in third-party revenue due to the recent increase in coordination
and collaboration between CDS, MDOE, and the Office of MaineCare Services (OMS). Specifically, legislative action
regarding CDS and MDOE access MaineCare Evaluation, Prevention, Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT)
funding has helped to identify and remove barriers. In addition, CDS, MDOE, and OMS representatives attended the
national Medicaid in Education conference in October 2019 and jointly developed recommendations to promote
increased access to MaineCare funds by CDS and SAUs.
Despite the positive developments at CDS, some challenges remain. These include the statewide scarcity of qualified
special education personnel to serve the birth-to-age 20 population, a failure to provide timely services to all eligible
preschool-age children, and the lack of a funding model to ensure that the birth-to-five system is adequately funded
moving forward.
Although CDS is currently able to offer competitive compensation and benefits, 14.5% of its budgeted positions were
vacant as of December 2019. This inability to fill vacant positions – and to recruit qualified contracted providers mirrors challenges that many of Maine’s SAUs are facing as well. As a result, as of December 2019, a large number of 3-
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to-5-year-olds were waiting to receive some or all of the services identified on their IEPs, although this number is
significantly less than at the same time in the previous year.
As mentioned above, CDS received a significant increase in its state appropriation for its FY20 budget. However, the
absence of an established funding formula, such as the Essential Programs and Services (EPS) formula used by SAUs,
perpetuates the risk that CDS could experience another extended period of underfunding, further impacting its ability
to meet its obligations. A recurrence of significant budgetary restrictions would, as it has in the past, undermine CDS’
ability to include necessary positions in its budget and to provide competitive compensation to support recruitment
and retention. Compounding the issue further is CDS’ exclusion from the statewide initiative to increase starting
teacher salaries to $40,000, which has the potential to return CDS compensation to noncompetitive levels.
CDS’ Part C program’s collaboration with the Maine Education Center for Deaf and Hard of Hearing has gained national
recognition for its progressive approach to services to Deaf and hard of hearing infants and toddlers and their families.
The Part C Leadership’s participation in national technical assistance center activities such as the Part C Fiscal Cohort,
Part C Data Analysis Workgroup, and the Part C Child Find Self-Assessment have provided valuable support in
addressing challenges that the program faces.
CDS Part B§619 program continues to be a national leader in children with disabilities three-school age five receiving
their special education services in inclusive settings. Maine serves over 60% of children with disabilities in regular Early
Childhood Education settings, compared to the national average of 40%. Given this, Maine was part of a national peer
review process on a set of High-Quality Indicators of Inclusion that will be established as a resource for States to scale
up inclusionary practices. In addition, Maine continuous improvement approach to the itinerant model of providing
Special Education and Related Services to children has resulted in the development of a rubric for supporting the
professional growth of itinerant professionals through supervision, technical assistance and mentoring.
Finally, in the Fall Legislative session, three bills were submitted which would impact CDS. The first bill,
which was signed into law, was LD 1635: Resolve, To Improve Access to Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnostic and
Treatment (EPSDT) Services for Children from Birth to 8 Years of Age. In response, a stakeholder group was convened
for the purposes of collecting relevant data for inclusion in a final report which provided an overview of Child Find, data
from Department of Health and Human Services and Department of Education programs which service this population,
identified barriers, and recommendations.

The second was LD 512: Resolve, To Create the Task Force To Study and Plan for the Implementation of Maine's Early
Childhood Special Education Services, the title of which was amended, in Committee, to read: Resolve, To Authorize the
Legislature to Contract for an Independent Review to Evaluate and Plan for the Implementation of Maine's Early
Childhood Special Education Services. The amended bill and its passage called for an independent evaluation of Maine’s
birth-to-five special education system with the evaluation entity determined through a request for proposals process.
In January 2020, a contract for the independent evaluation was finalized with Public Consulting Group, Inc.
The third and most significant was LD 1715: An Act to Reorganize the Provision of Services for Children with Disabilities
from Birth to 5 Years of Age which was carried over to the Legislature’s short session in January 2020. As of this writing,
no action had been taken on LD 1715.
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Actual Expenditures Compared to Budget for Last Three Fiscal Years – Aroostook
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Actual Expenditures Compared to Budget for Last Three Fiscal Years – Downeast
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Actual Expenditures Compared to Budget for Last Three Fiscal Years – First Step
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Actual Expenditures Compared to Budget for Last Three Fiscal Years – Midcoast
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Actual Expenditures Compared to Budget for Last Three Fiscal Years – Opportunities
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Actual Expenditures Compared to Budget for Last Three Fiscal Years – PEDS
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Actual Expenditures Compared to Budget for Last Three Fiscal Years – Reach
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Actual Expenditures Compared to Budget for Last Three Fiscal Years – State IEU (State Office)
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Actual Expenditures Compared to Budget for Last Three Fiscal Years – Two Rivers
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Actual Expenditures Compared to Budget for Last Three Fiscal Years – York
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